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Abstract
Objectives To review and describe available Knowledge Translation (KT) strategies that are designed for or applied in

public health decision-making settings.

Introduction KT is the exchange, synthesis, and ethically sound application of knowledge. This review proposes that KT

strategies in public health settings should be understood as action plans that promote evidence use and facilitate evidence-

informed decision-making.

Methods This scoping review included studies that reported on KT strategies applied in public health settings, published

between 2010 and 2017. Studies were searched using Medline, online KT database, and citation tracing. Data from 305

included studies were synthesized using a coding form and conceptually mapped to identify KT strategies used in public

health settings.

Results A total of 124 unique examples of KT methods or tools were identified and summarized into 38 recommended and

promising KT strategies. Built on the lists of recommended strategies, this review synthesized a framework that matched

all 38 KT strategies to 10 key components of the evidence-informed decision-making process.

Conclusions The public health KT strategies summarized and organized by this review promote a better understanding and

more effective use of KT strategies.
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Introduction

Public health practice and policy should be based on the

best available evidence (Jacobs et al. 2012). Yet, there is a

knowledge-to-action (KTA) gap between ‘‘what is known’’

and ‘‘what is currently done’’ (Davis et al. 2003; Grol and

Grimshaw 2003; Grol and Jones 2000). In recent years,

investigators have adopted comprehensive and solution-

driven approaches focusing on developing strategies to

minimize the KTA gap in public health action. The term

action is used because it is broader than the concept of

practice. ‘‘action’’ encompasses both public health practice

and policy, thus involves various types of knowledge use

by different stakeholders (Field et al. 2014; Graham et al.

2006).

‘‘Knowledge Translation’’ is the terminology developed

to describe specific strategies and solutions to bridge the

KTA gap (CIHR 2004). The Canadian Institutes for Health

Research (CIHR) coined the term ‘‘Knowledge Translation

(KT)’’ to capture the interactive steps between the creation

of new knowledge and its application to bring about public

polices with positive health impact for society. CIHR

defined KT as: ‘‘the exchange, synthesis and ethically

sound application of knowledge—within a complex system

of interactions among researchers and users—to accelerate

the capture of the benefits of research for Canadians’’

(CIHR 2004). KT models the bridging of KTA gap as an

interactive process, potentially involving many different
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steps and various stakeholders (CIHR 2004). In recent

years, the term ‘‘Knowledge Translation (KT)’’ has

increased in importance and use in the fields of public

health and medicine (CIHR 2004; Glasgow et al. 2003;

Jacobson et al. 2003; Rogers et al. 2009).

In the context of evidence-informed public health,

decision-makers recognize that it is essential to consider

evidence in the context of the public health problems of

concern (Bowen and Zwi 2005). In this context, the ulti-

mate objective of KT should be to facilitate evidence-in-

formed decision-making (EIDM) and to help integrate a

spectrum of evidence into public health practice and policy

(Armstrong et al. 2011). EIDM is thus defined as ‘‘distilling

and disseminating the best available evidence from

research, context and experience, and using that evidence

to inform and improve public health practice and policy’’

(Ciliska et al. 2008a). According to the Canadian NCCMT,

the public health EIDM process could be outlined in terms

of seven decisions: (1) define the public health problem; (2)

access to and search for evidence; (3) appraise the quality

of evidence; (4) synthesize & select evidence; (5) adapt

evidence to public health practices or to the local context;

(6) implement the adapted evidence; and (7) evaluate the

effectiveness of implementation efforts (Ciliska et al.

2008b).

This scoping review aims to provide a review of the

literature on KT strategies used in the context of evidence-

informed public health decision-making. This review

describes and summarizes available KT strategies that are

designed for and/or applied in public health decision-

making settings. And this review attempts to outline how

each of the identified KT strategy contributes to the deci-

sion-making of the public health EIDM process, in order to

provide a guide for selection of KT strategies. To achieve

these review aims, the scoping review methodology is ideal

because it allows for flexibility in the definition of KT

terms, accommodates a wide range of study designs and

methods, and can help to develop a better understanding of

the nature and scope of KT in public health settings (Munn

et al. 2018). This review is not intended to be a compre-

hensive review of what KT strategies are tested or shown

effective in public health settings. Instead, this review aims

to examine previously reported public health KT strategies,

carefully interpret their usefulness in the context of public

health EIDM process, and disseminate this information to

public health decision-makers (Bailey et al. 2015; Munn

et al. 2018).

Methods

Review question

This scoping review used the ‘‘SPIDER’’ (sample, phe-

nomenon of interest, design, evaluation, research type) tool

to define review question (Table 1) (Methley et al. 2014).

Using the PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison,

Outcome) tool as a starting point, the SPIDER tool has

been created to develop effective search strategies of

quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods research

(Cooke et al. 2012).

Search strategy

Search strategies for this scoping review were developed

based on previous research of KT-related terminology.

Researchers have used many different terms to describe KT

(Colquhoun et al. 2014). For instance, an inventory of KT-

related terms identified over a hundred different terms to

describe KT research, including ‘‘implementation science,’’

‘‘quality improvement,’’ ‘‘dissemination,’’ etc. (McKibbon

et al. 2013). McKibbon and colleagues found more than 90

terms used to describe use of research, and have identified

terms that could KT articles from non-KT articles in all

papers (McKibbon et al. 2010). LaRocca and colleagues

also tested the usefulness of many KT-related terms in their

2012 systematic review of public health KT strategies

(LaRocca et al. 2012).

Given the large number of potential search terms for

KT, this scoping review carefully selected search terms that

(1) were found to specifically discriminate KT articles from

non-KT articles in all papers (McKibbon et al. 2010), and

(2) were proven to be broad enough to comprehensively

capture all KT-related concepts (LaRocca et al. 2012).

Literature search was conducted in MEDLINE� using

these highly discriminatory KT terms (detailed search

strategy presented in Supplement S1). Search results were

limited to English language only. The 2012 systematic

review by LaRocca and colleagues comprehensively eval-

uated the effectiveness of public health KT strategies

reported in randomized control studies published up to

2010 (LaRocca et al. 2012). In order to build upon this

review, we expanded the scope for study designs and

focused all literature searches between 2010 and 2017. The

last search was executed on December 16, 2017.

The online KT database (KT ? available at: http://plus.

mcmaster.ca/kt/) was also searched using these search

terms: community health, public health, and disease pre-

vention. ‘‘Reference mining’’ or ‘‘citation tracing’’ were

also conducted using the reference lists of included studies

and reviews. Studies published before 2010 could be
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identified and included through ‘‘citation tracing’’ if they

(1) meet eligibility criteria and (2) are not included in the

2012 systematic review by LaRocca and colleagues

(LaRocca et al. 2012).

Study selection

This scoping review included any study that met the pre-

defined ‘‘SPIDER’’ (sample, phenomenon of interest,

design, evaluation, research type) criteria (Methley et al.

2014). For title and abstract screening, the review team

intentionally set a broad review eligibility criteria.

Specifically, we included any reports of the exchange,

synthesis, and appropriate application of knowledge in any

public health settings. Using this one-line eligibility criteria

as a guide, all reviewers conducted a pilot screening of the

same 200 articles. Based on the screening discrepancies of

these 200 articles, the reviewers discussed the nuances of

the eligibility criteria and translated the one-line eligibility

criteria into a bullet list:

1. Include studies that reported Knowledge Translation

(KT) strategy. We defined KT strategy as activities or

processes that are designed to support knowledge

creation and synthesis, knowledge contextualization,

knowledge application, monitoring and evaluation, and

sustaining of knowledge use. We defined knowledge as

evidence used in public health decision-making set-

tings, mainly including three kinds: (1) Research

evidence, specifically, ‘‘information derived from

evaluation research that has assessed the effects and

outcomes of potential [public health] interventions and

programs’’ (Rychetnik et al. 2004); (2) Surveillance

data (the state of health status of the targeted popula-

tion) and evaluation results; (3) Community needs

assessments and other local context data.

2. Include studies that reported KT strategies that are

applied in public health settings. We defined ‘‘public

health setting’’ as non-healthcare focused settings

where public health, ‘‘the science and art of preventing

disease, prolonging life, and promoting health through

organized efforts of society’’ (Nutbeam 1986; Smith

et al. 2006), is practiced. Thus, we focused on settings

where the main activities were focused on achieving

disease prevention and not settings that included

treatment services.

3. Include a variety of study designs, e.g., randomized

control trials, stepped wedge trial, before-after study,

time series analysis, mixed-method study, qualitative

study, narrative review, systematic review, mixed-

method review, scoping review, theory studies, and

formal report.

4. Include studies that reported KT strategies that are

directed toward any public health decision-makers or

any stakeholders in a population health setting, with

their focus being primary or secondary prevention of a

disease.

5. Include studies that reported KT strategies designed for

federal or state policymakers, public health practition-

ers, social workers, and health professionals.

6. Include studies that reported KT strategies designed to

translate research evidence, surveillance data, evalua-

tion results, community needs assessments, or other

local context data.

7. Exclude studies that reported on KT of healthcare

research, or studies of KT strategies designed to be

applied in a disease treatment setting.

The first two bullet points of this detailed eligibility

criteria outlined the most important eligibility criteria for

our review question. During the study selection process, we

used bullet points 1 and 2 to select studies first, and then

used bullet points 3 through 7 to refine study selection.

Using this detailed eligibility criteria as guide, We selected

studies through three stages: first, title and abstract

screening of all search results; second, full-text screening

of all included abstracts; and lastly, citation tracking of

studies included after full-text screening. The main

reviewer (NZ) screened all of the titles and abstracts.

Serving as the second screener, two research assistants

applied the eligibility criteria to 30% of all titles and

abstracts identified from the literature search. During

double independent screening, we iteratively discussed

study selection and resolved discrepancies as a group.

Team discussions focused on important distinctions about

several key concepts relevant to the eligibility criteria,

Table 1 Review question defined using the SPIDER tool

S PI D E R

Sample Phenomenon of interest Design Evaluation Research Type

Public health decision-makers,

including both public health

practitioners and policymakers

Knowledge Translation strategies

to promote evidence use in

public health settings

Include a

variety of

review

designs

Outcome evaluation,

both quantitative

and qualitative

Include qualitative,

quantitative or mixed-

method studies
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including ‘‘public health settings,’’ ‘‘knowledge,’’ and

‘‘KT.’’ A detailed description of what was considered as

KT, evidence, and public health setting is provided in

Supplementary file S2. All title and abstract screening was

completed in the open-source, online software Abstrackr

(http://abstrackr.cebm.brown.edu/). For all abstracts that

were deemed potentially relevant, full-text articles were

retrieved. The main reviewer read and screened all full-text

articles. And finally, after full-text screening was com-

pleted, we conducted ‘‘citation tracing’’ using the reference

lists of included studies and reviews.

Data items and data extraction process

Given the complex and diverse range of literature identified

from the search, this scoping review employed an

exploratory approach to prioritize articles for more detailed

data extraction. After the completion of full-text screening,

the included studies were used for prioritized data extrac-

tion. A standardized data extraction form was first devel-

oped after reviewing 20 included studies. Then, two

reviewers performed pilot data extraction of 30 studies

using this form and discussed the results. To enhance the

form’s relevance to KT strategies, we revised the data

extraction form to include key elements from a KT inter-

vention reporting framework. In 2012, an international

working group defined an overarching reporting framework

for KT interventions (Colquhoun et al. 2014). This

reporting framework functioned as a guide to ‘‘think

about’’ KT strategies. Our data extraction form included

four elements from this KT reporting framework: ‘‘inter-

vention strategies and techniques (active ingredients), how

they function (causal mechanisms), how they are delivered

(mode of delivery), and what they aim to change (intended

targets)’’ (Colquhoun et al. 2014).

We used the final data extraction form to extract key

characteristics from each included full-text study and study

included from citation tracing. Based on the extracted data,

we also categorized all studies into one of four groups: (1)

conceptual: studies that outlined theory and framework of

KT; (2) case studies: studies that reported the use of KT in

a specific public health setting; (3) review: systematic

review, narrative review, and scoping review of KT in

sectors related to public health; (4) interventions: studies

that tested the effectiveness of KT methods and strategies

used in public health settings.

Synthesis of results

We drew lessons from critical interpretive synthesis (CIS),

an approach described by Dixon-Woods et al. (Dixon-

Woods et al. 2006), to synthesize the data extracted from

all included studies. The CIS method is an iterative process

that begins with identifying a ‘‘compass question,’’ which

is eventually answered by the search results (Dixon-Woods

et al. 2006). CIS focuses on developing ‘‘synthetic con-

structs’’ to interpret the review results and to transform the

review findings into a new conceptual form (Dixon-Woods

et al. 2006). This synthesis method has been proven useful

in other KT review (Malla et al. 2018). Instead of con-

ducting a formal CIS, we adopted the principles of CIS to

our results synthesis, and aimed to answer this ‘‘compass

question’’: ‘‘How is knowledge/evidence used by public

health practitioners and policy-makers to better support

evidence-informed decision-making in public health set-

tings?’’ For our purpose, each public health EIDM decision

(define, search, appraise, synthesize & select, adapt,

implement, and evaluate (Ciliska et al. 2008b)) served as

the initial ‘‘synthetic constructs.’’ Using the completed data

extraction form, we summarized the key information for

each included study and the KT strategy this study repor-

ted, including these domains: KT strategy active ingredi-

ents, causal mechanisms, mode of delivery, and intended

targets (Colquhoun et al. 2014). Studies reporting on sim-

ilar KT strategies were then categorized into the same type.

We then attempted to map the unique KT strategy types to

an initially defined ‘‘synthetic construct.’’ During this

process, we also decided whether new ‘‘synthetic con-

struct,’’ or additional decisions important for the public

health EIDM process, were needed. We first tested this

process with 20 articles. Supplementary file S2 shows the

specific types of KT strategies summarized from the

included studies, and shows which included study was

aligned with each type of KT strategy and how each type of

strategy was mapped to a public health EIDM decision. We

used the PRISMA-ScR Checklist as a guide for final results

reporting (Tricco et al. 2018).

Reliability and validity

To guard against main reviewer’s subjectivity, two

research assistants double-screen 30% of all titles and

abstracts (Babbie 1998). Reliability issues are closely

associated with subjectivity (Golafshani 2003). The inclu-

sion and exclusion criteria of this scoping review were also

improved as reviewers held regular meetings to discuss

disagreements. Threats to validity were minimized as this

review built its search strategies on the basis of existing

reviews and studies of KT terms (LaRocca et al. 2012;

McKibbon et al. 2010, 2013).
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Results

Study selection

Comprehensive literature searches yielded a total of 11,075

references (see Fig. 1 for a summary of the review pro-

cess). About one-third of all abstracts were double-

screened with remaining abstracts single-screened. Total

876 potentially relevant full-text articles were included.

Full texts of all 876 studies were then reviewed and finally

121 studies were included for data extraction. During data

extraction process of these 121 studies, citation tracking

identified another 184 relevant studies that met inclusion

criteria. A final collection of 305 included studies was

compiled and synthesized in this scoping review.

Study characteristics

A variety of KT studies were included: randomized control

trials, clustered randomized trials, mixed-method studies,

qualitative studies, reviews, and case studies (Table 2).

Most KT strategies targeted individual decision-makers,

while some papers reported on KT strategies designed for

public health organizations, local health departments, and

local governments. A few studies reported on KT strategies

applied in a global health context (Table 2).

Results synthesis

For all the studies included after full-text screening, data

were extracted to capture the essence of KT strategies

reported. Using a structured data extraction form, we

summarized characteristics of identified KT strategies from

all included studies. A total of 124 unique examples of KT

strategies or tools were identified in this scoping review.

We then summarized these examples into 38 recommended

and promising KT strategies. We mapped each identified

KT strategy and example to the seven decisions of the

evidence-informed public health decision-making process

(Ciliska et al. 2008b): (1) Define the public health problem;

(2) Access to and search for evidence; (3) Appraise the

quality of evidence; (4) Synthesize & select evidence; (5)

Adapt evidence to public health practices or to the local

context; (6) Implement the adapted evidence; and (7)

Evaluate the effectiveness of implementation efforts.

During this mapping process, we decided that three new

‘‘synthetic constructs,’’ or three additional decisions

important for the public health EIDM process, were nee-

ded: (1) Building individual and organizational capacity for

evidence-informed public health decision-making; (2)

Using evidence to promote evidence-informed decision-

making in public health policy; and (3) Promoting two-way

knowledge exchange between of public health knowledge

Fig. 1 Flowchart outlining the

study search and selection

process in this scoping review

of public health Knowledge

Translation strategies
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producers and public health decision-makers. Together,

these ten public health decisions illustrate the usefulness of

KT strategies in public health settings (Table 3). We

mapped the recommended KT strategies and unique KT

examples to these ten decisions (Table 4, Supplement S3).

Table 4 outlines our organization of available public health

KT strategies and could be used to guide the selection of

KT strategies in public health settings.

The summary of KT strategies and examples in Table 4

and Supplement S3 revealed some important overall

themes. First of all, many of the identified KT strategies are

designed to facilitate the use of knowledge during a

Table 2 Summary

characteristics of all included

studies

No. of studies (n = 305) % of studies

Year published

2000–2009a 58 19

2010–2017 247 81

Study design

Mixed-method studies 135 44.3

Qualitative studies 59 19.3

Theory studies 35 11.5

Narrative review 18 5.9

Mixed-method review 18 5.9

Agency report 12 3.9

Before-after studies 10 3.3

Systematic review 8 2.6

Scoping review 5 1.6

Randomized control trial 3 1.0

Stepped wedge trial 1 0.3

Time series analysis 1 0.3

Target populationb

All public health professionals 160 52.5

Individual policymakers 42 13.8

Individual public health practitioners 35 11.5

Researchers 16 5.2

Public health organizations 16 5.2

Local health departments and governments 17 5.5

Public health administrators 7 2.3

National and regional public health agencies 7 2.3

Local community stakeholders 5 1.6

Geographic regionc

North America 69 22.6

Africa 21 6.9

Europe 7 2.3

Australia and New Zealand 6 2.0

Asia 5 1.6

Central and South America 2 0.7

Developed country settingd 86 28.2

Unspecifiede 109 35.7

aStudy published before 2010 could be included if they were discovered through citation tracing and met

study eligibility criteria
bTarget population of identified Knowledge Translation strategy
cCountry settings identified Knowledge Translation strategy was applied in
dStudy context implied a developed country setting but did not specify a particular geographic region
eStudies reported on Knowledge Translation framework, strategy, model, or toolkits applicable to both

developed and developing country settings
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specific step of the evidence-informed public health deci-

sion-making process. In this context, KT strategies are

often used to improve research-driven knowledge utiliza-

tion, especially the use of evidence-based public health

programs and interventions. In this context of supporting

general knowledge use, relevant and credible research must

first be synthesized. Credible synthesis methods include

systematic review and meta-analysis, narrative reviews,

government agency evidence reports, and knowledge bro-

kerage organization’s recommendation reports. Decision-

makers also need to select the knowledge that will address

the problem of their interest. Decision-makers also need to

adapt the knowledge to their local context. End-users need

to have the appropriate skills to identify, critically evaluate,

and apply research-driven knowledge for decision-making.

Monitoring and measuring the impact of knowledge use is

also important to support the use of knowledge in decision-

making. And finally, organizational support and culture are

key to sustain knowledge use. Supportive organizational

culture and sufficient capacity are needed for researchers

and end-users to engage in KT activities.

Secondly, some identified KT strategies are relevant for

all steps of the evidence-informed decision-making pro-

cess. They either help build overall capacity for evidence-

informed decision-making, or facilitate the making of

public health policies, or support the two-way exchange of

knowledge between knowledge users and producers. These

KT strategies either target to change individual behaviors

of public health decision-makers, or to target change at the

level of organizational systems and public policies. In this

context, many KT strategies are used to support evidence-

informed policymaking in both local and national levels.

And in the context of evidence-informed policymaking,

knowledge use is a more complex and negotiated process.

Policymaking involves the consideration of competing

influences, including values and beliefs of policymakers

and many external influences. If amplified by the appro-

priate KT strategies, research-driven knowledge in public

health could play a broad and transformative role in every

step of the health-related policymaking process. For

instance, in local government settings, KT strategies can

increase evidence use and consequently help generate new

ideas for policy and give voice to under-represented

groups.

Discussion

This scoping review identified 124 unique examples of KT

methods or tools and summarized 38 recommended and

promising KT strategies applied in public health settings,

through analyzing 305 included studies. KT in public

health aims to ensure that the best available knowledge is

used to inform public health practice and policy. This

review summarized key point from each identified KT

strategy and then mapped each KT strategy to decisions

important for the public health EIDM process. Such orga-

nization provides a guide to KT strategy selection and help

to support more effective use of KT strategies, thus better

ensure that decision-makers at all levels of the public

health system are aware of and use research-driven

knowledge to inform public health decision-making.

This study’s organization of KT examples and strategies

could provide decision-makers with a better understanding

of how KT strategies vary according to the targeted user

audience (e.g., policymaker, program manager), strategy

Table 3 Public health decisions important for the evidence-informed public health decision-making process

Define Define the public health problem to be solved by practice or policy.

Search Access to and search for research or practice-based evidence

Appraise Critically appraise the quality of evidence

Synthesize and Select Interpret the evidence and form recommendation for public health practice or public health-related regulatory policy

Adapt Adapt the information (search results, synthesized knowledge, suitable evidence-based program, etc.) to public health

practices or to the local context

Implement Decide whether to implement and/or how to apply the adapted evidence (e.g., evidence-based program adapted for

public health practice, or evidence adapted for public health decision-making)

Evaluate Evaluate the effectiveness of implementation efforts

EIDMa Capacity

Building

Build individual and organizational capacity for evidence-informed decision-making

Policymaking Advance public health agendas through promoting evidence-informed policymaking

Knowledge Exchange Promote two-way exchange of knowledge between of public health knowledge producers and public health decision-

makers

aEIDM evidence-informed decision-making
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application settings (e.g., developed countries vs. devel-

oping countries), and the type of knowledge being trans-

lated (e.g., epidemiological, behavioral). Public health

practice and policymaking is rarely a linear or completely

rational process. We cannot assume that one KT strategy

will work in all circumstances and be best for all decision-

makers. The organized table of KT strategies can provide a

road map for public health decision-makers to navigate

Table 4 Public health Knowledge Translation strategies summarized from the included studies of this scoping review and mapped to the public

health evidence-informed decision-making process

Define Use a conceptual model to assist problem definition

Translate the public health problem into an efficient search strategy

Engage community members in problem definition

Search and appraise Participate in a public health network or initiative that is designed to promote knowledge use

Use databases that are designed to facilitate access to and retrieval of the best available research evidence

Use a tested search tool to search for best available evidence

Make use of published reviews

Make use of published reports

Use quality appraisal tools (QATs) designed for appraising public health evidence

Synthesize and select Use data extraction and management tools to help organize search results and manage knowledge

Use tools to help integrate various types of knowledge, approaches, and stakeholder intensions

Use tested methods to select suitable evidence-based program

Adapt Use tested methods to adapt public health evidence-based program to the local context

Use tested public health planning tools to better incorporate evidence to public health program planning

Use interactive methods to understand scientific evidence in the context of its application

Use an appropriate method to translate epidemiology research and data into public health actions

Implement and

evaluate

Use tested methods to support the implementation of evidence-based tools and guidelines

Use tested methods to build local stakeholders’ knowledge of best practice and decision-making skills

Use tested models to strengthen local infrastructures to better support program implementation

Use tested public health planning tools to better support program implementation

Use tested methods to identify and strengthen organizational level factors that support implementation

Use tested evaluation tools

EIDMa capacity

building

Build individual and organizational capacity by providing EIDM training

Build organizational capacity for EIDM

Build organizational capacity for EIDM by implementing A-EBPs (administrative evidence-based practices,

organization-level activities that are positively associated with performance measures)

Increase the capability to utilize evidence by providing capacity building training or capacity building interventions built

for specific decision-makers and built using the Evidence-Based System of Innovation Support (EBSIS) framework

Policymaking Identify and target factors that influence knowledge use during policymaking processes

Apply KT strategies designed to increase evidence use in local government

Apply a KT framework approach designed to support evidence-informed policymaking

Use policy tracking and policy surveillance to identify knowledge use in policymaking

Use regression analysis to understand knowledge use in policy activities

Knowledge

exchange

Apply dissemination strategy designed for specific target audiences

Use dissemination strategy designed for specific types of knowledge or specific types of settings

Adopt common strategies for disseminating public health evidence

Engage with an intermediary organization whose mission is to promote the exchange of knowledge for solving complex

public health problems (international perspectives)

Employ a knowledge brokerage, who is an intermediary agent whose job is to promote and facilitate interaction between

researchers and end-users and develops Knowledge Translation capacity

Promote the exchange of knowledge through analyzing information-seeking patterns in your organization

Hold activities to promote two-way knowledge exchange between knowledge producers and knowledge users

aEIDM evidence-informed decision-making
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their selection of KT strategy and to plan specific KT

activities. For instance, suppose a local public health

department plans to conduct community-based obesity

intervention in a township with high obesity prevalence.

They could use appropriate KT strategies to select evi-

dence-based program, and then use strategies such as

Intervention Mapping (IM) or holding stakeholder con-

sensus workshops to increase the selected program’s fit

with their local context.

Findings of this review are not relevant to KT in the

healthcare or other disease treatment settings. Rather, this

review fills a gap in providing comprehensive reviews

examining potential applications of KT strategies in public

health. To date, the existing systematic reviews of KT

strategies have primarily focused on KT strategies in public

health decision-making settings reported by quantitative

studies. The Cochrane Collaborations published a protocol

in 2011 for a large-scale systematic review of KT strategies

in public health, intended to capture a larger variety of

study designs (Armstrong et al. 2011). One systematic

review conducted a comprehensive search of KT in public

health settings (LaRocca et al. 2012); however, the syn-

thesis focused solely on randomized control trials of KT

strategies, thus resulting in a small number of included

studies. Instead of just focusing on quantitative studies, this

scoping review covers a wide range of study designs, and

can help to develop a better understanding of the nature and

scope of KT in public health settings (Munn et al. 2018).

This study also points out a need for future research to

provide more assessment on KT strategy effectiveness. For

example, in a recent scoping review, Strifler et al. (2018)

identified 159 KT theories, models, or frameworks (Strifler

et al. 2018). However, 60% of the identified theories,

models, or frameworks were only tested in one study,

providing very limited evidence base for these KT strate-

gies’ effectiveness (Strifler et al. 2018). If more effective-

ness information is made available, the strategy examples

identified by this scoping review could potentially be

ranked according to an order of effectiveness, making the

organization tables more useful for public health decision-

makers.

Unlike a systematic review, this scoping review could

not provide quality assessment of included studies. In

addition, given the large variety of terminology used to

describe KT in the published literature, there is potential

for misclassification of KT strategies. This review limited

search to English language articles only. And due to the

large number of returned hits, this study was not able to

expand its primary search effort beyond Medline, nor was

able to have more than one researcher work on all abstract

screening, full-text screening, and data extraction. How-

ever, the scoping review methodology allowed this study to

cover a broadly defined search question and include all

study types in study selection. During the study selection

and data extraction process, this study was able to help

clarify many key concepts important for KT in public

health settings. The concept definitions, search terms, and

study eligibility criteria used in this study could all serve as

precursor to a future systematic review. Another strength of

this scoping review is how it charted all data relevant to KT

strategy in public health settings according to key decisions

of the public health evidence-informed decision-making

process, providing a useful tool for public health decision-

makers. By utilizing the scoping review methodology, this

study found that KT strategies in public health should be

viewed as action plans designed to promote use of evidence

in public health decision-making settings. This review

provided a guide for the selection of KT strategy in public

health settings to promote a better understanding of and

more effective use of KT strategies, and to ensure that the

best available knowledge is used to inform public health

policy and practice.

List of abbreviations

Knowledge-to-action (KTA)

The gap between ‘‘what is known’’ and ‘‘what is currently

done’’ in practice settings (Davis et al. 2003; Grol and

Grimshaw 2003; Grol and Jones 2000). The term action

denotes a generic concept encompassing various types of

knowledge use by different stakeholders.

Knowledge Translation (KT)

As defined by the Canadian Institutes for Health Research

(CIHR), Knowledge Translation is ‘‘the exchange, syn-

thesis and ethically sound application of knowledge-within

a complex system of interactions among researchers and

users-to accelerate the capture of the benefits of research

for Canadians’’ (CIHR 2004).

Evidence-informed decision-making (EIDM)

‘‘The process of distilling and disseminating the best

available evidence from research, context and experience,

and using that evidence to inform and improve public

health practice and policy’’ (Armstrong et al. 2011; Bowen

and Zwi 2005).

KT framework

A framework of Knowledge Translation outlines the basic

structure underlying this concept and could be used to help

its end-users to better understand Knowledge Translation.
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NCCMT

National Collaborating Centre for Methods and Tools

(Canada).
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